
Sunday 17th April 2022 (Easter Day) 

Barnet Sunday League Richard Martin Memorial Cup (Group A) Match at the Edmonton Sports & Social Club (2) 
 

Kick-Off: 10.30 am. 
 

Result: EDMONTON ROVERS................. 0   COLNEY HATCH ATHLETIC .............. 3 Half-Time: 0-3 
 

SHIRT NUMBER TEAM (4-4-2) GOAL TIMES 

1 GK Dan VANVYNCK   

2 RB Roshan SHAH   

5 RCB Chris JORDANOU OFF (Inj.) 89  

4 LCB/CF 78 Stuart DORWARD (Captain) OFF 60/BACK ON 78  

6 LB Jack VANVYNCK   

11 RM Harry DORWARD   

8 CM/LCB 60 Aiden KAVANAGH   

16 CM/CF HT/RCB 89 Harvey ANTONIOU OFF 78/BACK ON 89  

9 LM Myreon KEANE   

12 CF Max MIR   

10 CF/CM HT Josh WAKEFORD   

SUBSTITUTES 

14 CM Tairique HARRISON ON 60  

     

     

     

     

OWN GOALS Scored For Us: 
 

CARETAKER-MANAGER: Stuart Dorward                  CLUB LINESMAN: Bob Cleary   ATTENDANCE: 27 

OTHER CLUB MEMBERS PRESENT (WhatsApp Group): Laurence Hughes, Trevor Hughes, Roderick Bennett, Lorna Bennett, 

Mike Jordanou, Sarah Keane, Nik Mir, Tim Wakeford, Ritish Shah, Danielle Vanvynck 

REFEREE: Arles Henriquez    

BOOKINGS: Roshan Shah (Foul…44 Mins.)     SENDING-OFFS: None 

WEATHER CONDITIONS: Sunny & Warm. No Wind.                  STATE OF PITCH: Dry & Bumpy. 
 

UNAVAILABILITY:  (9 Players): Tony McKay (Manager), Tyler Meader (GK), Lenny Charles, Tobi Charles, Natan Pawlaczyk, 

Morgan Page-Mullane (All Other Commitments/Away for Easter), Leon McKenzie-McKay (Injured), Dapo Alaoye (Illness), Gianni Dipo 

(No Show), Charlie Savage (Youth Team Match) 
 

OPPONENTS’ LINE-UP (4-4-1-1):   1. Bhavik Somani (GK); 14. Constantinos Economou (RM), 2. Ben El Gamal (RCB), 4. Arnav 

Jhanji (LCB), 6. Nima Dekhordy (LB); 12. Adnan Saffour (RM), -. Josh Akeredolu (CM), -. Amir Ali (CM); 10. Abdulkadir Kozbar 

(LM); -. Aren Kabrielian (ACM); 7. Avi Kabrielian (CF…Captain) 

Subs.  15. Mitul Shah, -. Sam Sadegian, -. Shaun Sadegian, 99. Akhil Palaniappan (All used), Muhammed Faiz (Manager) (Not Used) 
 

OPPONENTS’ GOALSCORERS:   Aren Kabrielian (1, 36 Mins.), Avi Kabrielian (22 Mins.)  
 

MATCH REPORT…Although we now had no chance of reaching the Semi-Finals of this competition, we did have a chance of finishing second 

in the group ahead of two teams from higher divisions if we won this match, so that would have given us a big boost going into next season. 

With our opponents Colney Hatch Athletic having lost their last 8 matches in all competitions including a 10-0 defeat in their last one, we 

were therefore hopeful of a victory even though we had eight players missing who would have been in the squad of 16 had they been 

available and another one in Tairique Harrison unable to get to the match until half-way through the Second Half. Typical of our luck though, 

Colney Hatch turned up with a full squad of 16 and a stronger side than they fielded in either of our two Division Six encounters with them 

this season, both of which they won in closely-fought games. That saw us go 1-0 down after just 50 seconds when Colney Hatch’s fired-up 

players produced a good slick move which Aren Kabrielian finished off with a first-time shot at the far post. Although we dominated 

possession and were the better side for the following 20 minutes after that early goal, we then found ourselves 2-0 down from Colney 

Hatch’s second shot of the match when skipper Avi Kabrielian’s pace proved too much for 47-year-old Stuart Dorward, who was forced into an 

under-hit backpass which his fellow veteran Dan Vanvynck (who had volunteered to play in goal) was never going to get to first, leaving 

Kabrielian to round him easily and tap into the empty net. We did have a chance to pull a goal back in the 31st minute when Max Mir shot 

over the bar from close range, but Colney Hatch got on top for the rest of the half and created a number of chances simply due to us fielding 

too many players who had not been playing 90 minutes every week, unlike the players we had missing. That saw Aren Kabrielian score his 

second and Colney Hatch’s third in the 36th minute from another good quick passing move that we could do little about and we were relieved 

when the Half-Time whistle went without any further damage. Thankfully a couple of positional changes and Tairique Harrison arriving to 

come on as a sub after 60 minutes saw us tighten up defensively for most of the Second Half while we had a good spell ourselves where we 

should have tested Colney Hatch keeper Bhavik Somani, but instead, Josh Wakeford twice nearly caused multi-vehicle pile-ups on the A10 in 

quick succession by ballooning shots out of the ground while our only meaningful shot on target of the whole match from Jack Vanvynck was 

made to look better than it actually was with Somani making a bit of a meal of the save. Colney Hatch then wasted numerous chances in the 

last 10 minutes as our players understandably tired badly, but at least we managed to field a team on Easter Day when others in the League’s 

eight divisions didn’t and therefore incurred big fines, so that was at least one positive. 


